Introducing: Pearson’s Perspective Quick Guide for
Educators
What is PerspectiveTM?
PerspectiveTM is a supplemental online instructional resource site that provides thousands of
enrichment learning resources to help teachers and families improve their students’
performance. All of the supplemental resources are aligned to the Indiana Academic Standards
to ensure students have access to materials that support their curriculum. Educators can use
simple navigation in Perspective to create assignments and personalize instruction and
remediation to each student’s specific needs. Families can use the Learning Locator to access
personalized learning for students based on their individual state test scores.

How can I access PerspectiveTM?
Step 1: Have your Indiana Pass Phase Ready
The pass Phrase for Indiana is Indiana_edu.
You will need this Indiana Pass Phrase to create an account. The Perspective website can be
accessed at indiana.pearsonperspective.com through a standard desktop, laptop, tablet, or
smart phone browser. From the home page, you will first create an account by selecting the
[Sign Up] button on the right-hand side.
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Step 2: Create an Account
After you select [Sign Up] on the home page, you will see the Create Account page. Create
your Perspective account by entering your email address, the Indiana Pass Phrase, and initial
password. Then click the [Create Account] button.

Next, you should see an “Account Created” screen indicating that you have successfully finished
the signup process. Click the [Proceed to Login] button to log in.
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Step 3: Navigating PerspectiveTM
Once you have logged in, you will be directed to the home page. From there you can do the
following activities:


Access a library of supplemental resources aligned to the Indiana Academic Standards for
your use via the [Learning Resources] tab.



Link to and access teaching resources via the [Teaching Resources] tab.



Manage created assignment sheets via the [My Assignment Sheets] tab.



Manage shared assignment sheets via the [Shared Assignment Sheets] tab.
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Navigating the Learning Resources Tab
From the Learning Resources Tab home page, you can click on the individual grade/subject
buttons to go directly to available content. You can also use the search bar to perform a search
by entering a resource title, description, or keyword in the search bar. You can also use the
drop-down to sort or change the grade and/or subject you would like to view.

Note: You may also navigate to the Learning Resources Tab home page by clicking on the
specific grade/subject combination from the Perspective home page.
In addition, you may enter an Assignment Sheet or Learning Locator code on the home page to
navigate to those specific pages.
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By selecting the [Advanced Search] link, you can search for learning materials by specific
reporting categories or strands, or by type of learning material, format, and difficulty level.
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If you have a specific Learning Locator, or assignment sheet code, you can perform a search for
those pieces by entering the code in the search bar in the highlighted boxes below.

Note: You may also enter an Assignment Sheet or Learning Locator code on the home page to
navigate to those specific pages.
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Once you have identified the material (or materials) that you would like to view, you can click on
the blue description hyperlink, which will direct you to the material.

Once you have identified the material(s) that you would like to assign to a student or a group of
students, select the material by clicking on the [green] box next to the blue description
hyperlink.
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When you select the material content, Perspective automatically moves that specific content to
the [Your Assignment Sheet]. You can keep adding material content to this assignment
sheet.
Under the [Your Assignment Sheet], you can start a new assignment sheet by clicking the
green [Start a new Assignment Sheet] button.
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Navigating the My Assignment Sheets Tab
By clicking the [My Assignment Sheets] tab, you will be directed to the home page for the
assignment sheets tab. This page will display all of the assignment sheets you have created and
will allow you to perform the following functions:


Edit – Allows you to change the assignments that you have assigned. Selecting [Edit] will
take you back to the [Learning Resources] home page to add new materials or delete.



Share – Allows you to share the assignment sheet with email addresses that you enter.
Selecting [Share] will take you to another screen to enter the email address(es), and
then you can either share them by selecting the [Share] button or you can cancel the
action by selecting [Cancel].



Copy – Allows you to copy the assignment sheet. Selecting [Copy] will take you to
another screen to enter the name of the Assignment Sheet to be created. Selecting the
[Copy] button will then create a copy of the original with a new title.



Delete – Allows you to delete the assignment sheet.
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Navigating the Shared Assignment Sheets Tab
By clicking the [Shared Assignment Sheets] tab, you will be directed to the home page for
the Shared Assignment Sheets tab. This page will display all of the assignment sheets that have
been shared with you and will allow you to perform the following functions:


Copy – Allows you to copy the assignment sheet. Selecting [Copy] will take you to
another screen to enter the name of the Assignment Sheet to be created. Selecting the
[Copy] button will then create a copy of the original with a new title.



Delete – Allows you to delete the assignment sheet.

This page will also show you who the original owner of the assignment sheet is and the date it
was created.
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Navigating Teaching Resources
To view the additional resources available to educators, follow the steps below:
Step 1: Navigate to the Teaching Resources page by clicking the [Teaching Resources] icon
at the top of the screen.
From here, you can view the link to the “Indiana Academic Standards”, or the “Professional
Development Resources”, or the “Professional Development Leadership Letters”. You can click on
the [View] button under each one to be directed to that specific resource.

To view the Online User’s Guide for Perspective, simply click on the [View Guide] button to the
right. This guide assists the user in the following ways:


Identifies the system requirements necessary to use Perspective



Describes system basics, such as creating an account, logging in and out, and resetting
your password



Navigates users through how to create, view, and manage Assignment Sheets



Provides support links for additional resources for educators
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